
“Sometimes just having a label isn’t

that useful, but it does let you

recognise that there’s a problem

and work out what to do about it.” 

Following his diagnosis, Sui-Man’s clinical psychologist encouraged him to try Brain in Hand through
his local social services in Brent. Hoping that it would help him manage the challenges of day-to-day
living, especially dealing with his emotions, Sui-Man agreed to try it.

When things are difficult, having the ability to lay things out step-by-step helps Sui-Man to work out
the best course of action to overcome the obstacles before him. He uses Brain in Hand’s diary to
remind him to do things so that he doesn’t forget anything, keeping life on track; when unexpected
problems come up, he’s found it helpful to refer to his strategies for unplanned events. 

Although he says the pandemic hasn’t affected him too badly, Sui-Man does find that using Brain in
Hand to simply remind himself that he doesn’t have to stay at home if he’s feeling low has helped.
Just going for a walk and changing the scenery can make a big difference, and Brain in Hand makes
it easier to remember that getting out of the house is always an option. 

Keeping things on track

Brain in Hand been helpful for

reminding himself that it’s OK to

feel down: to acknowledge

when things are tough, and to

get help if he needs it. 

"There's always help at the end of the phone"

01392 247 909 info@braininhand.co.uk www.braininhand.co.uk

Learning to acknowledge and accept how he’s feeling has been a big help, too. With Brain in Hand’s
traffic light system, Sui-Man can keep a record of times when he felt low, as well as when he was
doing better. Looking back on his timeline lets him see how he’s progressing,  which he’s found
helpful as he learns to better manage his emotions. 

If life seems to be getting to be too much, Sui-Man says
that knowing he doesn’t have to face things on his own is
a huge reassurance. “I’ve only had to press the red button
once, but having it there is just a very positive thing, and I
know that I have that safety net and security.” 

When he did press the red button on his phone, he was
contacted by a Brain in Hand responder, who sent him a
text message. For Sui-Man, being able to choose to have
a conversation over text rather than out loud was helpful.
“Sometimes when I’m feeling really low, I don’t want to
speak to someone, so a text is a good way of
communicating for me without having to actually talk.” 


